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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2284 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Inlet

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2284 Just out of Riverside Run
Hare: Inlet
On the eve of Inlet’s 70th Birthday an average Pack assembled at Scary”s House on a reasonable night weather wise ,
but where’s the fire says Fingers while pointing a finger at Inlet who called the pack together at 6.30 and says no hills
except the one your on, chalk and flour on or near power poles and through some grassy area. The pack set off, was
this to be a marathon???, through the trees went the Hashers out onto the easement , up or down , a puffing Loggy
was pleased it went down as he was eager to get back and consume his share of the beer!!! Down down towards
Sheila’s house , Rickshaw was getting keen and soon on the heels of the front markers, at this stage Bugs had slipped
off his jeans arriving from work , put the shorts on and caught the pack with camera in hand. By the Fish and Chips
shop on the highway a check got the talker’s to catch up, on down further to the bottom Highway Road made the
boys think they were headed to Tailrace Park. Slomo found the trail heading towards town a bit odd being on the
road he thought and this was where to pack broke up. At the City Boundary the trail took off in to the wetlands and
Scary and Fingers knew they were headed to Tailrace Park after all, along the trail Bendover was in deep conversation
planning the early Grand Final Day Celebration, the absence of Thumbs gave Rickshaw an edge on being front runner,
he cleared the field and was seen exiting the trail around the river when the rest were just entering it , as Inlet had
said if you use your initiative there are lots of Hashing!!!
Around the Tailrace the trail headed to the God Centre with a sneaky short cut taking the Hashers behind Inlet’s
House . Another Check made the pack think they were headed back , not so, up Freeeland Cres onto the Highway
again.
At this point a few decided they had done enough the thought of having to climb Scary’s hill enticed them to turn
for home. The dedicated Hashers including Goblet soldiered on up to the Old Service Station towards the Riverside Supermarket this was where the trail headed down the bank to the Council Chambers around the back and
came out by the Swimming Pool. About 100m up the road and the “ On Home “ was found at the entry to the Golf
Club. Rickshaw was nearly home by the time the pack found this point. He was hot and sweaty and keen to replace some fluids!!
It was now the Pack realized Inlet’s Break with Tradition Run , “ What NO Drink Stop “” to match the “ No Fire “
and to head home the same way they had come. !!!
The boys were not finished yet and the Pack broke up again for two different paths home some up the Easement
and some up the Road with both groups arriving more or less at the same time!!!
So other than the uphill home to the “ Venue with a View “ it was a good flat
“ Riverside “ Run and all done in the prescribed time but without that “ Drink-stop “!!! But the bonus was the Fire
was going when the Hashers got back.
Well done Inlet shout yourself a beer we no doubt know you will.!!!

ON ON
If you are setting a pre daylight savings run there are several things the Hare must do, one would think an
850 run Veteran would know these basic facts.
Beer
Ice
Fire wood
No shiggy bashing in the dark.
You would expect Inlet to get beer of course this was done as we are at the home of the Hash Hops.
Ice bugger me dead he said did not have time to get that.
Fire wood f@ck me dead I forgot that, we will burn Scary’s instead.
Shiggy bashing stuff me dead it was day light when I set the run I forgot it would get dark.
A quick trip to the bottle shop the ice problem is solved. The fire pot is lit with kindling its bloody cold tonight Tyles searches and finds Scary’s hidden fire wood stash.
Other than these events LH3 have successfully held their 2284 th run. Inlet has been asked why we are at
Scary’s tonight when Benson Court is only down the road or are will still banned by She Who Must be
Obeyed.

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle:
Rickshaw: Bag lollies
Goblet: Super Cheap Autos chamois.
Loggie: Snack Pack chocolate bar
Goblet: Bottle finest cats piss
Tyles: The coveted Meat Tray

On Downs:
Inlet: Is the first on Down for setting the run having no firewood and setting the run through rough
bush in the dark.
Rickshaw: The only Hasher who has been knocked
back by the Red Cross Blood Bank for having too
muck alcohol in his blood. As he is driving and another Blood Bank appointment Dip Sick is a proxy.

The J.M’s Footy Tipping
Footy tipping piss up this
Saturday 16 September
Thumbs Car Yard Run starts
4:00 Pm All welcome Barbecue tea provided will
there be cheesels, pies,
little boys? Turn up to find
out

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 12th September 177 West Tamar H’way Trevallyn Hare:Sheila.
Tuesday 19th September 67 Havelock St. Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 14th September 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Magpie
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
When will we
back at Benson
Crt. Inlet

She Who Must be
Obeyed said LH3 are
never to return to
Benson Crt.

